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DIVISION MEETING

The annual meeting of the Division on Women and Crime will be held on Friday from 1 to 3 PM. Check your program for location.

At the meeting we will begin with brief addresses by two persons from other associations dealing with women, as part of the Division's recent move toward networking with other groups interested in women and crime. Susan Hunter, a board member from the American Correctional Association, will speak on "Women and the ACA" and Nancy Campbell, a community corrections worker who is President of APFO (the Association of Programs for Female Offenders) will speak with us on women's issues related to that association.

Divisional business will include the appointment of a nominations committee for the vacant offices, and the elections of the executive board of the Division for the upcoming year. The executive board is elected at this meeting, on the basis of nominations from the floor. Three members will be elected. You may want to be thinking of names of persons you would like to nominate for executive board.

We will have the usual reports from committees of the Division at this meeting.

Barbara Price has been appointed Program Chair for next year's meeting, and Donna Hale will be our liaison from the Division for the Program Committee. You may wish to come to the Division meeting with suggestions for these two people for next year's program.
SESSIONS DEALING WITH GENDER AT THE 1985 MEETINGS

The program liaisons from the Division this year were Donna Hale and Martha Meyers. They have put together a series of some 30 sessions dealing with the topic of gender and crime. The offerings include a didactic session "Women, Violence and the Law: The Vicissitudes of Victimization" at 11:40 on Thursday, and a roundtable at 3 PM on Thursday—"Strategies Women in Criminal Justice Pursue for Career Opportunities." The other sessions are regular panel sessions, and are as follows:

Thursday  8-9:30
"Controlling Domestic Violence: What Works?"
"Women in Prison"
"Pornography: Reconsidering American Public Policy"

Thursday 11:40-1:10
"Women, Drugs, and Crime"
"Selected Issues in Domestic Violence"
"Social Control of Women"

Thursday 1:20-2:50
"Domestic Violence"
"Methodological Issues in the Study of Women in Criminal Justice"

Thursday 3-4:00
"Victimization and Women's Fear of Crime"

Friday 8-9:30
"Gender, Crime, Victims and Offenders"
"Studies in Delinquent and Adult Female Offenders"

Friday 11:10-12:40
"Domestic Violence: Issues of Measurement"
"The Social, Historical and Cultural Contexts of Assaults Against Women"

Friday 12:50-2:20
"Women and the Law"

Friday 2:30-4:00
"Age, Gender and the Seriousness of Crime"
"Gender Specific Elements in the Study of Deviance"
Saturday 8-9:30

"Women and Social Control: The Canadian Experience"
"Image of Male and Female Criminals in Literature"
"Gender Differences in Sexual and Aggressive Offenses"

Saturday 11:10-12:40

"Theory and Research in the Ongoing Study of Women and Crime"

Saturday 12:50-2:20

"Studies in Violence and Sexual Violence"
"Taking Stock: Feminist Contributions to Understanding Male Violence to Women"

Saturday 2:30-4:00

"Women and the Legal System"
"Domestic and Instrumental Violence"
"Police Descriptions of Rape as Compared to the Perceptions of Victims and Serial Reports"

Saturday 4:10-5:40

"Battered Women and the Law"
"Victims of Sexual Assault: Treatment and Implications for Prevention and Education"

******************************************************************************

NO-HOST COCKTAIL PARTY

The Division on Women and Crime will again co-sponsor a cocktail party with the International Division. This function is from 7 to 8:30 PM on Thursday night.

******************************************************************************

We look forward to seeing all of you in San Diego, November 13-17!
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